moved to amend as follows:

In line 110 of the title, delete "5126.05,"

In line 177 of the title, delete "5123.0425,"

In line 178 of the title, after "5123.1612," insert "5123.193,"

In line 302, delete "5126.05,"

In line 352, delete "5123.0425,; after "5123.1612," insert "5123.193,"

Delete lines 63532 through 63542

After line 64170, insert:

"Sec. 5123.193. The director of developmental disabilities shall include on the internet web site maintained by the department of developmental disabilities a searchable database of vacancies in licensed residential facilities. Each person or government entity operating a licensed residential facility shall provide current and accurate vacancy information to the department in accordance with procedures that the director shall establish."

In line 64645, delete "list of ICF/IID providers" and insert "searchable database of vacancies in licensed residential
facilities"

In line 64646, delete "5123.0425" and insert "5123.193"

In line 64745, delete "list of"

Delete line 64746

In line 64747, delete "services" and insert "searchable database of vacancies in licensed residential facilities"; delete "makes"

In line 64748, delete "available" and insert "includes"; delete "5123.0425" and insert "5123.193"

Delete lines 64756 through 64862

In line 82893, delete "5126.05,"

Delete lines 97705 and 97706

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

R.C. 5123.193 (primary), 5126.042, and 5126.047; R.C. 5123.0425 and 5126.05 (both removed)

Removes the Senate provisions that would have done both of the following:

Required the Department of Developmental Disabilities to make available on its website (1) an up-to-date list of intermediate care facilities for individuals with intellectual disabilities (ICFs/IID) and (2) the Department's pamphlet describing all of the items and services covered by Medicaid as ICF/IID and home and community-based services.
Required each county board of developmental disabilities to include certain information on its website.

Restores the Executive provision that requires the Department to establish and maintain on its website a searchable database of vacancies in licensed residential facilities, based on information provided by residential facility operators.

Makes conforming changes to the House-added and Senate-modified provisions regarding information county boards must provide under certain circumstances.